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Terminal upgrades unveiled at LBA and further improvements underway
Development and improvements to Leeds Bradford Airport’s terminal are progressing well and are on schedule.
Construction work has taken place over the winter, in preparation for what is expected to be LBA’s busiest ever
summer season.
Overall, more than £2.5m is being invested in the terminal and a number of enhancements have already been
delivered ahead of schedule.
The main entrance to LBA has already been transformed; offices have been removed to create increased circulation space between the two check-in halls and the installation of new glass windows and flooring has created a
brighter and lighter feel on entering the terminal.
An extra security lane will be constructed shortly to help passengers access departures quicker and increased
space in Saltaire bar is being added in the departure lounge.
In addition, work is underway to create a 6,450sq ft first floor extension to the departure lounge; adding a new
large seating area for passengers as they wait for flights.
New car park buses are already in operation and toilet refurbishments have been completed.
Sophie Murr, Head of Projects at LBA, said:
“These are transformational projects across all areas of LBA, which will make a huge positive difference to the
passenger experience. All contractors on site are working 24 hours a day and are undertaking tasks with minimum disruption to passengers.
“It has been fantastic to unveil some of the works already and we look forward to moving forward with all other
developments in a timely manner to deliver an updated and more spacious terminal for customers in 2017.”

John Parkin, CEO of LBA, said:
“Passengers travelling through Leeds Bradford Airport over the last few months will have already noticed a number of improvements to the passenger terminal and we thank customers for their patience throughout the construction period while these upgrades are put in place.
“These upgrades and those planned for delivery this summer are critical for us to deliver the very best service and
experience for all of our passengers.”
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-ENDS-

Notes to Editors
Leeds Bradford Airport recorded its busiest ever year in 2016, when 3.5m passengers flew from the airport. The
airport now offers direct flights to 75 destinations across 24 countries and offers hundreds more worldwide connecting through our three hub airports; Heathrow, Amsterdam and Dublin. For more information, visit
www.leedsbradfordairport.co.uk
For further information please contact:
Kayley Worsley, PR & public affairs Manager – Leeds Bradford Airport
Email: kayley.Worsley@lba.co.uk Tel: 07710 075279 or 0113 391 3309.

